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INTRODUCTION
Many emerging economies have suffered sudden stops of capital flows in the last three decades. 1 These sudden stops have shown to have significant impact on most macroeconomic aggregates, including output growth, domestic credit and unemployment among others. 2 However, little is known about the sectoral effects of sudden stops in developing countries. Most of our knowledge on the reaction of gross job flows to shocks comes from the study of the effects of (smoother) macroeconomic shocks -such as recessions-on job creation and destruction in developed countries (see Caballero , 2007 and the references therein). Sudden stops are clear big shocks to emerging economies that likely provide an extreme experiment to study the effects of negative shocks on job flows. Moreover, it is reasonable to think that the effects of sudden stops on job flows should be heterogeneous, depending on sector-and country-specific variables.
This paper extends our knowledge in this respect by looking at the effects of sudden stops on sector level job creation and destruction in a sample of Latin American countries. By doing this, our work also expands the current understanding of sudden stops and their effects on countries that suffer them. It also provides additional evidence on the effects of macroeconomic shocks and international financial crises in emerging markets. This paper also highlights how big macroeconomic shocks are transmitted to the labor market and shows how much creation and destruction in this market change when hit by a large financial crises and how those effects differ across production sectors. 3 We use a panel dataset on job creation and destruction in manufacturing sectors, at the 2-digit sector level, for four Latin American countries (Brazil, Chile, Colombia, and Mexico) that covers various time periods from 1978 to 2001. We identify sudden stops following previous definitions in the macroeconomic literature (Calvo et al , 2006 (Calvo et al , , 2008 Cavallo and Frankel , 2008; Joyce and Nabar , 2009) . Using these data, we find that sudden stops are periods during which job creation decreases and job destruction increases. 4 In particular, we find the effect of sudden stops on job destruction to be larger and more robust. In the case of job creation we find (weaker) evidence of a negative effect of sudden stops only in the case of data coming from all plants sampled; when data for continuing plants only is considered we find little evidence of an effect of sudden stops on job creation at the 2-digit sector level in manufacturing.
Furthermore, we might expect some of the sectoral effects of sudden stops to be linked to financial channels. One can hypothesize that sectors where firms depend more on external finance, to the firm, to suffer more from a negative external shock. Likewise, the same argument is true for firms that face larger liquidity needs, and hence may need to have access to liquid resources from financial institutions more often, or in larger amounts. Motivated by this argument, we relate the sector level gross job flows to the interaction of sudden stops with proxies for external dependence and liquidity needs of each sector.
We find evidence that the negative effect of sudden stops on job creation is stronger in sectors with stronger dependence on external finance, as originally measured by Rajan and Zingales (1998). 5 Similarly, the positive effects of sudden stops on job destruction are stronger in sectors with higher indicators of financial needs (measured as the ratio of inventories over sales and the cash conversion cycle, as suggested by Raddatz (2006) ). We thus provide evidence that financial conditions are an important determinant of the extent of the impact of shocks on sectoral job flows in a country. Moreover, these variables are meant to capture two different aspects of the financial characteristics of a firm, and our empirical results seem to highlight that these two facets are indeed related to different margins of adjustment by firms when subject to a sudden stop.
These results are mostly robust to controlling for two-way fixed effects, a falsification exercise, alternative proxies for financial characteristics, adding additional controls, adding data for Argentina and Uruguay, and using a different definition of our crisis variable.
The results in this paper relate to four strands of the literature. First, we draw from the existing literature on the characteristics of sudden stops and their aggregate effects. Dornbusch et al (1995) were the first to refer to reversals in financial flows as sudden stops; shortly thereafter, Calvo (1998) explored the basic mechanism and the implications of these reversals. More recently, Guidotti et al (2004) and Calvo et al (2006) have documented the aggregate effects of sudden stops; in particular, Calvo et al (2006) show that sudden stops are associated with a decline in GDP, TFP, investment, and domestic credit. Related to our approach, Guidotti et al (2004) decompose the adjustment in current account into adjustment in exports and imports and find that countries that are more open and have lower financial dollarization adjust their current account mostly through exports, which they argue are less costly than an imports-based adjustment. This connection between export-import responses and financial dollarization is related to our approach, but they do not look at the particular factors driving the differences across sectors. 6 Using a general equilibrium approach, Kehoe and Ruhl (2009) and Pratap and Urrutia (2007) study the Mexican 1994-5 crisis and Gertler et al (2006) study the Korean performance around the Asian crisis. These papers find that labor or financial market frictions improve the ability to match some stylized facts of the two sudden stops they study. 7 Second, our results are related to the literature on job and worker flows, labor market dynamics and restructuring. 8 We borrow from this literature the insight that the microeconomic channels behind the aggregate picture gives us information on the mechanisms and the effects of particular shocks and changes in economic conditions. One conclusion from this literature that is highly related to our work is that firms' reactions to (negative) shocks depend on (i) financial aspects related to the 5 We also use updated measurs of sectoral external dependence computed by Raddatz (2006) , and Micco and Pagés-Serra (2006) . 6 The connection between sudden stops and domestic lending by banks has been documented in Brei (2007) among others.
7 Also related to the literature is the work by Chari et al (2005) that presents a very suggestive result. They show how in a relatively standard model of a small open economy, a sudden stop modeled as a tightening of a collateral constraint can, under certain assumptions, generate an increase rather than a decrease in output. An important conclusion for our paper is that other economic frictions might be needed to generate the usual output drops that accompany sudden stops. See also the work by Mendoza and Smith (2006) . 8 See, for example, Caballero (2007) and Shimer (2010) .
ability of entrepreneurs to raise external funds to keep the firm running, and (ii) labor regulations that determine the costs of destroying a job and the relative bargaining power of entrepreneurs. There is, however, a difference in the focus between our paper and the main work in this literature; we deal with a shock that is larger and that, at least at the country level, corresponds more to a financial shock, instead of business cycle variation or productivity innovations.
Third, our paper is related to a literature that deals with the effects of real exchange rates in sec-
toral flows in open economies. Using firm level data for France, Gourinchas (1998) and Gourinchas (1999) find that following a real exchange depreciation, job creation and destruction decrease. Klein et al (2003) use sectoral data for US manufacturing firms and find that job destruction decreases and net employment growth increases after a depreciation of the dollar. 9 Finally, Haltiwanger et al (2004) use the same dataset we use in this paper and confirm previous results in that real exchange rate appreciations are periods of increased job reallocation. While our methodology is related to this literature, we exploit an extreme case of an external shock, which (i) reflects countries' external financial conditions (and probably much better than the real exchange rate) and (ii) is also more exogenous to sector-specific situations across countries. In addition, it is worth emphasizing that the results in our paper are robust to controlling for interactions of the real exchange rate and sectoral dummies.
Finally, our empirical approach is also related to the literature on finance and sector level outcomes, largely started by Rajan and Zingales (1998) . Braun and Larraín (2005) show, using a crosscountry sample of manufacturing industries over forty years, that industries that are more dependent on external finance are hit harder during recessions. In a related way, Larraín (2006) shows that output volatility is dampened in countries with more developed bank systems, as they provide firms with more access to countercyclical borrowing. Raddatz (2006) studies the relation between output volatility, country financial development and liquidity needs at the sector level and finds that lower financial development magnifies the effects of liquidity needs on sector level volatility. Therefore, all these three papers suggest a possible role for financial frictions in the transmission of sudden stops to sectors; either because there is a reduction in external funds as a whole or because particular sources of financing, i.e. bank lending, are affected. 10
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a motivating theory on the determinants of creation and destruction under the presence of financial constraints as a framework for the interpretation of the empirical strategy and results. Section 3 discusses the data and describes the empirical strategy. Section 4 presents the main results of the paper together with a number of complementary and robustness checks and section 5 briefly concludes.
9 See also Goldberg et al (1999) and Campa and Goldberg (2001) for related work on the effects of international factors on employment and labor markets. 10 Although not related to restructuring, Aghion et al (2007) present a model where financial frictions induce entrepreneurs to choose some projects that generate liquid resources; this misallocation lies behind the connection between volatility and growth they study.
MOTIVATING THEORY
Our empirical strategy aims at linking responses to sudden stops with exposure to financial conditions. Let us assume that each plant p in sector i has access to resources
where G is an indicator of aggregate conditions in the financial markets. A sudden stop reduces the availability of funds in the market, in particular consider the case where G is 0 in normal times and 1 when there is a sudden stop. The coefficient ω i < 0 represents a sector-wide sensitivity to financial conditions. This implies that the effect of sudden stops on financial resources available to plants (or firms) is larger for sectors with larger ω i . Our variables for financial characteristics should then be interpreted as proxies for the ranking of sectors according to (different dimensions of) ω i .
We assume that firms (or plants) need financial resources both to expand their production, which implies creating new jobs, and to maintain their production levels from previous periods. Whenever financial resources are scarce firms adjust to the conditions through reduced expansion, thus decreasing job creation, and/or by downsizing their current operations, thus increasing job destruction.
Although we can talk about financial resources in general, the sources of funds for creating more jobs and for maintaining the scale of production need not be the same. Bond issuance or large loans from banks might be the most common source of funds for starting new projects or growing current operations, particularly in emerging markets. However, simple credit lines, trade credit, or credit from suppliers are also sources of short-term/more liquid funds used by firms while in production.
Although we expect both sets of measures to be correlated, there is no reason a priori to believe that the correlation should be perfect and that the effects should be the same. 11 Given this, it is important for us to use measures that capture separately the "average" exposure to external financing and the "average" exposure to liquidity needs for each sector. When financial markets dry up during a sudden stop, we should expect both sources of financing to be reduced, but the differential exposure of sectors to each type of funding should then be reflected in a differentiated way on the job creation and job destruction flows.
In spite of the importance financial conditions have on the investment and size adjustment decisions by plants, we know that other variables can affect the investment decision. More importantly for the purpose of our study, some of those variables are likely to be affected by the occurrence of a sudden stop. Consider for example aggregate demand, which can be affected by sudden stops through various possible channels (e.g. real exchange rate in the case of tradable sectors like manufacturing); in turn it can affect demand for the goods produced in each sector differently. In our empirical analysis we perform robustness checks, using the real exchange rate and fixed effects to control for some of these additional channels. As we explain in more detail later we observe that although these channels play a role, they do not eliminate the direct effect of sudden stops on gross flows and the role of sectoral financial characteristics.
11 In fact, as we discuss in Section 3.1 there exists a significant literature that has proposed different variables that capture these differences across sectors. See for example Rajan and Zingales (1998) and Raddatz (2006) , among many others.
3 DATA AND EMPIRICAL APPROACH 3.1 DATA DESCRIPTION 3.1.1 LABOR FLOWS Data on sectoral gross flows comes from Haltiwanger et al (2004) . The dataset is an unbalanced panel at the 2-digit sector level for 6 Latin American countries from 1978 to 2001. The database was originally constructed by the Inter-American Development Bank (IADB) using firm level data from Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Uruguay. The original surveys record flows in workers or jobs, not in hours, hence our study captures only the extensive margin on workers.
The original country-specific data contained employment at the firm level and it was aggregated by sectors. 12 Consider a given sector and country, let p index the plants and t the period, then E p,t represents employment in plant (firm) p at time t. Net employment growth is given by
Notice that, by construction, this measure goes between −2, in the case of a plant that was created between t and t − 1, and 2, in the case of a plant that was closed during the same period. Job creation corresponds to the sum of net employment growth over all plants with positive net employment growth (for a given country-sector pair) between period t − 1 and t,
where φ p,t is employment share of plant p.
Job destruction is then the sum of the absolute value of net employment growth over all plants with negative employment growth between period t − 1 and t,
We use data for manufacturing sectors, as it is the only data available for all countries in the original sample available from the IADB. Each job flows series is provided for 2 sets of firms: continuing and all plants. 13 We can see that there is large variation both in creation and destruction across countries. Mexico presents both the highest average job creation rate (17.4%) and one of the lowest destruction rates (10.5%) for all and continuing plants-thus, having the highest net job creation rate of all the countries.
The country with the lowest net job creation is Colombia with -0.8% for all plants and one of the lowest (-3.7%) for continuing plants, reflecting a relatively low rate of creation and a relatively high rate of destruction (especially in the case of continuing firms). In addition, if we look at the detailed data (see Table Appendix A.1), we can observe that Mexico has the highest rates of creation (in 1996) , but Chile shows the highest destruction rates for all plants (in 1982) and Colombia for continuing plants (in 1992) . Chile also presents the largest differences between the maximum and minimum values for creation and destruction in the sample.
These differences in gross and net labor flows may be related to the dissimilar time periods for which we have information for the different countries and also to different conditions under which labor markets in these countries operate over these periods (including macroeconomic shocks, regulations, and other country-specific variables). In the empirical analysis of this paper we study whether sudden stops and the interaction of sudden stops with sectoral financial characteristics may affect these differences in creation and destruction rates.
Unfortunately, there are two dimensions that our dataset misses. First, we do not observe plant turnover data, i.e., we have no information on flows associated with closing down plants, nor the plant flows by sector. The latter dimension is important when studying the effects of financial shocks, as liquidity needs may drive firms out of the market if they cannot borrow to maintain operation. It is also relevant to observe firms that change property, either because of bankruptcy procedures or because of fire-sales when in sudden stops.
Second, our dataset only includes data for formal plants/firms. This may certainly be an issue in Latin America given the extent of informality in some countries and sectors (IADB (2004) ) and implies that we may be missing some movements along the informal-formal employment margin.
However, it is important to notice that our sample includes data just from manufacturing sectors.
IADB (2004) documents that informality -measured using coverage in social security of waged workers as a proxy-in the manufacturing sector is significantly lower than in the rest of the economy. For example, accordingly to IADB (2004) informality rates are 21% for Brazil (in 1999 (in ), 19% for Mexico (in 2001 , and 17% for Chile (in 2000)-as a reference, informality rates for the whole economy are 36%
for Brazil, 20% for Chile, and 34% for Mexico. Moreover, average informality measured using this proxy for OECD countries -where arguably informality rates are quite small-is 7% (with the two countries with the highest informality rates being Greece with 16% and France with 14%). Thus, we think that even we may be losing some movements along the formal-informal employment margin, this is much less relevant in our sample than in other sectors and Latin American countries.
SUDDEN STOPS
We take the dates for sudden stop episodes directly from the episodes identified by Calvo et al (2006) , Calvo et al (2008) , and Cavallo and Frankel (2008 Table 2 shows the periods for which we identify a sudden stop together with the years and months for which we have job flows data for each of the six countries. Panel B of Table 1 shows that there has been a sudden stop in about 20% of the periods included in our sample. Both tables show that we do not identify any sudden stop for Uruguay according to this definition. On the other hand, we find that Brazil, Chile, and Mexico have spent more than 20% of the sample period in sudden stops.
Interestingly for our identifying assumptions, with the exception of Mexico 1994-1995, all the sudden stops identified in our sample correspond to periods of bunching of sudden stops as observed in the work by Rothenberg and Warnock (2006) , which in turn correspond to periods during which credit conditions worsened due to exogenous reasons as documented in Gallego and Jones (2005) .
SECTORAL FINANCIAL CHARACTERISTICS
We use two sets of financial characteristics:
1. External financing dependence: The first sector level characteristic we use corresponds to the Raddatz (2006) measure of external financing dependence (We denote it by Fin). It captures a sector's dependence on external financing by measuring the fraction of the assets that is financed with external funds (following the seminal paper by Rajan and Zingales (1998) ). A sector with a higher external financing dependence measure should suffer more in the event of a financial crunch or any other reduction in the access to credit. Alternatively, we also use the Micco and Pagés-Serra (2006)and Rajan and Zingales (1998) measures of external financing dependence as a robustness check (we denote them by Fin1 and Fin2, respectively). 16 2. Liquidity "needs": Following Raddatz (2006) we use the median value of the ratio of total inventories to sales (denoted by Inv/Sales) across firms in each sector as our main proxy for the liquidity needs of firms. Alternatively, we also use the cash conversion cycle (denoted by CCC), which corresponds to an estimate of the length in days between the moment a firm pays for the raw materials and the moment it finally receives the payment for the sale of the final goods it produces. 17
All the original external financing dependence and the liquidity needs variables were calculated for 3-digit sectors. Given that our data for labor flows contains information for 2-digit sectors, in our main specifications, we use the median value of each indicator across 3-digit sectors within a 2-digit sector. 18 It is worth emphasizing that these measures capture different dimensions of the financial needs of firms, and, as we discussed in section 2, relate to different types of financial funds firms need.
The first set, based on the initial Rajan-Zingales approach, measures dependence related to the use (in equilibrium) of external funds in asset acquisition, and hence it relates more to long-run and investment decisions. In turn, the liquidity needs measures explicitly capture financial needs arising from delays between production and sales revenue collection. This is obviously related to short-run liquidity needs and the dependence on financial markets to cope with them during the production process. This separation is in line with the evidence in the existing literature and with the discussion in section 2.
Interestingly, the Spearman (Kendall) rank correlation between both proxies for different margins of financial characteristics for the nine sectors we use in this paper is just 0.28 (0.17) and we cannot reject the null hypothesis that both series are independent among them, with a p-value of 0.46 (0.60). This indeed shows that both margins of financial frictions are different, which is key for the empirical analysis and the interpretation of the results of this paper.
COUNTRY LEVEL VARIABLES
We use a number of country-level characteristics in our regressions. We list them here.
1. We use a labor regulation proxy from Botero et al (2004) . Following Micco and Pagés-Serra (2006), we focus on the sum of the cost of firing workers and the number of procedures required to dismiss a worker. The cost of firing workers is a measure of how expensive it is for a firm to fire 20% of the workers; it includes all the compensations and penalties needed to pay in this case. The dismissal procedures variable counts the number of measures a firm must undertake 16 See Table 9 . 17 See Table 9 . 18 The two alternative measures of Financial Dependence (Fin1 and Fin2) consider the mean of the same measure across sub-sectors in each 2-digit sector. Consequently, the different measures have different sensitivity to heterogeneity within each 2-digit sector. We chose to use the Raddatz (2006) measure of external dependence in our main specifications given that is computed using the same procedure as our proxies for liquidity needs. in order to be able to dismiss a worker. The highest value of the labor regulation measure in our sample corresponds to Mexico with 1.28 out of a maximum of 2; the minimum is 0.24 in Uruguay (see Table 1 Panel B). 2. In addition, in order to have a proxy for labor market regulations that changes by country within our sample, we use a variable for labor market reforms from Heckman and Pagés-Serra (2004) . They identify years in which the countries included in our dataset implemented reforms that either reduced or increased the legal protection to workers. Our proxy takes a value of 1 if the country implemented labor reforms that increased legal protection of workers, a value of −1 if the country implemented labor reforms that decreased legal protection of workers, and a value of 0 if the country did not implemented a labor reform. 19 In our sample, Brazil in 1985 and Chile in 1991 implemented reforms increasing legal protection to workers and Colombia in 1990 implemented reforms decreasing legal protection to workers.
3. We use a rule of law proxy from La Porta et al. (1998) . The variable is constructed by the country-risk rating agency International Country Risk (ICR) and corresponds to the assessment of the law and order tradition in the country averaged over the 1982-1995 period. The index goes from 0 to 10, with lower scores for less tradition for law and order. The highest value of the rule of law measure in our sample corresponds to Chile with 7.02 and the minimum is 2.08 in Colombia (see Table 1 Panel B).
We use a measure of trade openness recently developed by Chang et al (2009) that corresponds
to the residual of a regression of the log of the ratio of exports and imports (in 1995 US$) to GDP (in 1995 US$), on the logs of area and population, and dummies for oil exporting and for landlocked countries. We use the average of the measure over the period for which we have labor flows information for each country. 20 The highest value of the this measure in our sample corresponds to Mexico with 73.1% and the minimum is 17.5% in Brazil (see Table 1 Panel B).
5. Finally, we use a dummy for de facto fixed exchange rate regimes from Levy-Yeyati and Sturzenegger (2003) to study how differences in the exchange rate regime affects our results. 21 Using this proxy we find the following episodes of fixed exchange rate regimes in the years included in our sample: Argentina (1992 Argentina ( -2001 , Brazil (1998 and 2000) , Chile(1980 Chile( -1981 , and Mexico (1994).
EMPIRICAL STRATEGY
Motivated by the discussion in section 2 and the existing literature, we proceed to study the case of sudden stops in Latin America. In particular, we look for evidence on the following hypotheses:
1. Firms in sectors depending more on external finance should be more affected during sudden stops. Thus, creation will be lower in these sectors. The effect on destruction is ambiguous as plants can adjust their sizes.
2. Firms in sectors more exposed to liquidity needs are likely to destroy more during a sudden stop.
We use our data on job flows from continuing versus all plants to contrast the effect of the financial shock on the complete sample of plants versus those that have survived between two consecutive periods to shed some light on the potential role of plant closing and opening in the process.
Then, we seek evidence along these lines using data on gross job flows in Latin America, over a sample period where these countries suffered significant sudden stops. We estimate the following equation:
where y ijt is some measure of job flows (mainly creation and destruction and in some specifications net employment growth) in sector i, country j, and time t, S is a measure of external shocks to financial conditions -sudden stops in this paper-, m j is a vector of country specific institutional variables (e.g.
labor market regulation and a proxy for the rule of law), z i is a vector of sector specific characteristics (e.g. financial dependence and liquidity needs), and µ is a vector of fixed effects that includes country, year and sector fixed effects, and in some specifications it also includes interactions of (any two) of them. Finally, all sector and country variables are included as deviations with respect to their sample means to facilitate interpretation.
The interaction effects (z i S jt and m j S jt ) are the most important part of this regression for testing the main hypotheses of our paper. The sector specific characteristics are related to financial characteristics of the sectors, and we will follow the existing literature assuming that at least part of the observed differences across sectors in financial outcomes is associated with technological differences. Thus, the α coefficients reflect estimates of the effects of sudden stops on an average country and on the average sector, and hence gives an estimate of the baseline effect of the sudden stops on labor flows.
In many cases sudden stops are accompanied by abrupt changes in relative prices, particularly in the real exchange rate. Consequently our sudden stop variable may be capturing, partially at least, the effect of real exchange rate changes during the periods of current account reversals. We thus add the real exchange rate (in different specifications) to our baseline regression, and we estimate
where all variables are as defined in equation (5), and RER jt is a measure of the real exchange rate and we allow π to be different for each sector in order to capture different sensitivities to relative prices, which might be due to different degrees of tradability, among other factors.
As has been noted before, our main analysis restricts the sample of countries to Brazil, Chile, Colombia and Mexico. There are two different reasons to drop Argentina and Uruguay. First, we do not identify any sudden stop in Uruguay during the years for which we have job flows data. Second, the nature of the original surveys from which data was collected in both countries differs from the rest. For both countries there is no information on new plants, as only continuing plants are observed in their sampling. This lack of data makes it impossible to compare continuing and all plants data. 22 We also implement some additional regressions adding additional controls and interactions (such as trade openness, the exchange rate regime, and labor market reforms) and implement some instrumental variable regressions. Given that these exercises are mostly additional checks, we discuss them in Section 4.
IDENTIFICATION
Sector level data allows us to control for unobserved country characteristics and rely on particular sector specific (but not country-sector specific) variables to identify sector specific effects of sudden stops. Part of this effect comes from interaction effects between sector characteristics and the prevalence of sudden stops, e.g. we expect sectors that rely more on external financing or have less access to collateral to suffer more during a sudden stop than sectors with better chances of self-financing its operations (or at least part of them). The same argument follows for the liquidity related variables, as the source of identification is the same.
Our identification of differentiated sectoral sensitivity to sudden stops relies on the assumption that any determinant of the sudden stop (or its size) may not to be systematically correlated with sector characteristics that determine the sensitivity of firms in each sector to the sudden stop, which in our case are financial dependence and liquidity needs (or any other sector characteristic that is correlated with any of these two characteristics). Notice that it does not require the sudden stop to be independent of country characteristics, but to be uncorrelated with determinants of the sector specific sensitivity to them. We believe this condition to be weaker than the one we would need to identify direct effects of sudden stops on creation and destruction.
Our discussion above implies that of the two sets of estimates we obtain, it is more plausible to
give some structural or causal interpretation to the sector characteristics. Even if we were not able to interpret some of the coefficients as causal effects, our results can still be interpreted as stylized facts about correlations between financial characteristics and the extent of the equilibrium response of sectoral gross job flows to sudden stops.
We also implement a falsification exercise to check for our identification assumptions. We run our equations using lagged creation/destruction rates (ie., y ijt−1 ) as the left-hand side variable. If we found a significant effect of sudden stops in the future and/or of interactions of sudden stops in the future with sectoral financial characteristics on job flows today, that would imply that there is either reverse causality or some omitted variable(s) is(are) driving our results. Albeit certainly imperfect, this procedure allows us to check our basic identification assumptions.
Finally, a small comment on our proxies for sectoral financial characteristics. The use of US-based measures has caused some controversy in the literature because of the assumption that we can extrapolate to different countries. There are two elements to consider in this respect. First, there is evidence that rankings based on the Rajan and Zingales (1998) measure of financial dependence per-forms well in other countries (Ilyina and Samaniego (2008) ). Second, as we are interested in intrinsic (most likely technological) characteristics that make sectors differ in their financial decisions, we can think of equation (5) either as the reduced form of an IV estimation where the US-based measure is used as an instrument for the country specific variables or as an equation in which the interactions if sudden stops and financial sector characteristics are affected by attenuation bias (Raddatz (2006) ).
Therefore, we do not think it is a problem to use US-based measures of sector characteristics and, if anything, our estimates are biased towards 0 because of attenuation bias, so they are conservative estimates of the interaction effects related to sectoral financial characteristics.
RESULTS
Following, our previous discussion, we start presenting our basic results for the estimated effects of sudden stops on job creation and job destruction, in Tables 3 and 4 respectively. In both tables we present two panels: in panel A we show results of job flows using data from all plants and in panel B
we show estimates using job flows from continuing firms only. In addition, in each table we present eight different specifications. In the first three columns we present the direct effect of sudden stops and include interactions of sectoral financial characteristics and sudden stops (in columns 1 and 2
including separately each characteristic and in column 3 including both at the same time). Next, in column 4 we include interactions of sudden stops with two country level characteristics that may affect the reactions of the economy to sudden stops: proxies for labor market regulations and the rule of law. In columns 5 to 7 we include two-way fixed effects to check the robustness of results in column 4 to include: country * year fixed effects (column 5), sector * year fixed effects (column 6), and country * sector fixed effects (column 7). Finally, in column 8 we include interactions of the (log of the) real exchange rate and sector dummies to see whether the estimated effects are not being confounded by the heterogeneous impact of real exchange rate fluctuations at the sectoral level. 23
SUDDEN STOPS AND LABOR FLOWS
The main results for the effects of sudden stops on creation and destruction by all firms can be observed in the top row of panel A in Tables 3 and 4. Table 3 shows the effects on job creation, where we estimate a consistently negative effect of between −2.3% and −3.1%, depending on the specification. Results in Panel B imply that the negative impacts on creation by continuing firms are also negative but smaller suggesting that the effects of sudden stops on the extensive margin of creation could be more relevant. The results for job destruction are in the first row of each panel in Table 4 ; there we observe that the negative impact of sudden stops on destruction are between −4.8 and −5.2%. In this case, we see that the effect of sudden stops is not sensitive to whether the sample is restricted to only continuing plants or not.
The estimated effects are also economically relevant. During sudden stops destruction is between 40% and 62% larger than in an average year (in the average sector and country), implying a very large effect of sudden stops on labor flows. Results for creation rates of all firms imply a negative 23 Notice that when using country * year fixed effects we cannot identify the direct effect of sudden stops since this fixed effect annihilates the effect of any other variable that varies at the country * year level. effect which is equivalent to about 20% of creation in the average year.
Although not the central results of our paper and not surprising, these results are important, particularly because they imply that labor market flows (and potentially frictions) are relevant in any model that wants to explain the economic effects of sudden stops on a developing economy. To study in more detail this point, we now move to sectoral effects.
SECTORAL EFFECTS
While the results on the average effect of sudden stops are important and highlight an aggregate pattern for the effects in manufacturing sectors, they also hide significant differences across sectors.
In particular, we focus on financial fragility or exposure to financial market conditions. As previous literature and our motivation theory suggest, both dimensions are likely to affect hiring and firing decisions by firms: new projects may be delayed, some plants/firms may reduce their scale because of financing problems, etc. 24
FINANCIAL DEPENDENCE
The rows labeled Fin*SS in Tables 3 and 4 correspond to the estimated effects of the interaction of the Raddatz (2006) measure of financial dependence by sector with the sudden stop variable. In all specifications including creation rates as dependent variables, the coefficient for Fin*SS is negative as can be seen in both panels of Table 3 . Moreover, the estimates are statistically significant in 13 of the 16 columns. The cases in which this interaction is not statistically significant are: the specifications in which we control for sector * year fixed effects in both panels (column 6) and the specification for all plants in which we control for sector * country fixed effects (column 7 in panel A). Given that the introduction of these two-way fixed effects may be decreasing the efficiency of the estimates without affecting the consistency of them, we implement simple Hausman tests in which we compare our estimates for this interaction with estimates that do not include these two-way fixed effects (column 4 in both panels). Under the null, both estimates are consistent and the estimates that do not include two-way fixed effects are more efficient. Results imply that we cannot reject the null hypothesis and therefore we prefer the more efficient estimates (without two-way fixed effects). 25 Interestingly, the estimated interaction effects do not seem to be different in both panels. 26 Our main results using Fin*SS (column 4) suggest that during a year long sudden stop, job creation in the sector with the highest financial exposure is approximately 2.1 percentage points smaller than in the sector with the smallest financial exposure, and approximately 1.7 percentage points smaller than in the average sector of our sample. 27 In contrast to job creation, our estimates for the effect of Fin*SS on destruction rates are positive, 24 Another margin refers to destruction of plants and the consequent separation of workers, unfortunately, as we mentioned before, due to lack of data, we cannot study this channel. Similarly, we cannot follow plants individually, thus we cannot track what fraction of the changes comes from reductions within a firm and how much comes from changes in the number and size of firms that enter and exit the market. We leave both aspects as topics for further research. 25 The relevant p-values are the following: 0.34 for column 6 in panel A, 0.50 for column 6 in panel B, and 0.22 for column 7 in panel A. 26 We also run a "pooled" specification with data from both continuing and all plants and find similar results. 27 The same numbers are 2.0 and 1.6, respectively, for continuing plants only.
but never statistically different from 0 (except for the case of column 2 in panel A when we do not control for our measure of liquidity needs). This is consistent with our theoretical motivation and implies that for the destruction margin the effect of sudden stops on sectoral flows do not depend significantly from financial dependence of the firms.
LIQUIDITY NEEDS
The results for short-run liquidity needs are in the rows labeled (I/S)*SS (for inventories over sales)
in Tables 3 and 4 . We observe that in Table 3 most of the coefficients for (I/S)*SS are negative, they are never statistically significant. The opposite picture arises in the case of job destruction in Table 4 , where the coefficients are always positive and statistically different from 0 in most specifications (in 13 out of 16 estimates). As in the previous regressions for Fin*SS, the estimates are not statistically significant in columns 6 in both panels and in column 8 in panel A. As before, to check whether the inclusion of two-way fixed effects (in this case sector * year fixed effects) are affecting the consistency or just the efficiency of the estimates, we performed Hausman tests and found that the estimates of columns 4 and 6 in both panels are not statistically different among them. 28 Therefore, we conclude that the lack of significance of estimates in column 6 in both panels is due to inefficiency and not to bias in the estimates effects without including sector * year fixed effects.
In the case of estimates in column 8 in Table 4 (i.e. the effects of sudden stops on job destruction), the (I/S)*SS term is statistically significant only for continuing plants and decreases in magnitude implying that part of the effects of the financial characteristics of the sectors are more related to heterogenous effects of real exchange rate movements on destruction. The fact that the decrease in the point estimates is relatively small (it decreases by just about 15% from estimates in column 4), and that the coefficient is similar for both continuing and all plants makes us believe that overall (I/S)*SS has a negative effect on destruction rates.
The estimated results regarding the impact of (I/S)*SS are also economically relevant in magnitude. For the case of continuing plants, on average the sector with the highest value for (I/S)*SS exhibits a job destruction flow 2.3 percentage points higher than the sector with the lowest value (considering our most conservative estimate in column 8 Panel A). This difference represents approximately 50% of the effect of a sudden stop on job destruction in the average sector. 29 Overall, these results suggest that patterns of job flows across sectors during a sudden stop are related to the financial characteristics of the sectors.
FINANCIAL FACTORS OVERALL
It is important to emphasize that our results suggest that our measures of financial characteristics, financial dependence and liquidity needs, are related to different margins. First, this dichotomy is interesting from an empirical point of view and we believe it to be reasonable, given the way the proxy variables are constructed and what they are supposed to capture. Furthermore, these effects 28 The relevant p-values are the following: 0.92 for column 6 in Panel A and 0.36 for column 6 in Panel B. 29 Similar calculations for only continuing firms yield a 2.1 percentage point increase in job destruction for the sector with the highest value of (I/S) with respect to the sector with the lowest value, and an effect which is equivalent to 37% of the effect of a sudden stop on the average manufacturing sector (we also use estimates in column 8).
on separate margins are also robust to changes in the specification of the regressions. Second, this is a new result in the literature on financial frictions and sector outcomes; previous results have shown that both dimensions are correlated with sectoral variation and volatility at the sectoral level, but do not distinguish between creation and destruction margins -because of the lack of data. 30 Thus, our results are also consistent with the evidence in Raddatz (2006) , who finds that liquidity variables, and not the external financing ones, explain growth volatility in a panel sample of manufacturing sectors; the magnitude of our results imply that liquidity variables produce a larger variation in the observed flows than external financing variables do.
Finally, analyzing two separate margins on gross flows allows us to depict a slightly more detailed picture of the mechanics behind some of the observed results regarding financial characteristics. We interpret our results as evidence that there is indeed a connection to both aspects of finance and that we are not capturing a more general idea of financial constraints, with each gross margin having a closer relation to one of the finance characteristics, with the extent of this relation partially hidden when looking at a more macro level. From the point of view of the effects of sudden stops, the point estimates also suggest that financial characteristics play a role in net job flows and total reallocation, defined as the sum of creation and destruction for a sector, during a sudden stop. We turn to this point in the next section.
SUDDEN STOPS, FINANCIAL CHARACTERISTICS, AND NET LABOR GROWTH
In this section we extend our previous analysis by estimating equation 5 using net labor flows as the left-hand side variable. Table 5 presents the results of estimating models similar to those in the previous section. We also present estimates for all plants and for continuing plants separately in each panel. Given the close relationship with results in the previous sections we focus on the main results in Table 5 .
Consistent with the results in the previous section, sudden stops have a significantly robust and negative effect on net creation at the sector level. The estimates for the sample including all firms imply that net employment growth decreases between 7.5 and 8 percentage points in a year with a sudden stop. The results for the dataset including job flows of continuing firms are slightly lower in absolute value with point of between −5.6 and −5.9 percentage points.
Regarding the sectoral impact of sudden stops on net employment growth, point estimates confirm results of negative impact of both dimensions (external dependence and liquidity needs) on the effect of sudden stops on net labor flows. However, results in these cases are slightly less robust to the inclusion of both financial variables together, but in no case signs are overturned. In general, the interaction of sudden stops with our proxy for sectoral external dependence (Fin*SS) is always significant and with point estimates fairly robust (except for inefficient models in column 6 in both panels in which the inclusion of sector*year fixed effects affect the efficiency of the estimates without affecting point estimates, as discussed before). In turn, the interaction of sudden stops with liquidity needs (I/S*SS) presents the expected sign but is significant in just four specifications.
However, if we consider the size of the estimated impacts on net employment growth, both vari-30 See for example Braun and Larraín (2005) , Raddatz (2006) and references therein.
ables have impacts of the same order of magnitude (using our preferred estimates in Panel A, column 4). The sector with the highest external dependence decreases net employment growth by 2.8 percentage points less than the sector with lowest value for external dependence when there is a year long sudden stop. A similar calculation regarding liquidity needs imply a differential net growth of 3.9 percentage points. However, these effects are not precisely estimated. Thus, our reading of these results is that probably the lack of significance of (I/S*SS) is more related with precision problems than with a zero impact on net employment growth.
ROBUSTNESS CHECKS
In order to check the robustness of our results we perform four different groups of exercises. The first two exercises are related to study the identification strategy we use in the paper. The second set of exercises are related to include additional control and interaction variables. The third set of exercises are related to using alternative proxies for sectoral financial characteristics. The final set of exercises relate to changing the sample on which we are estimating.
FALSIFICATION EXERCISES
In Table 6 we present a set of falsification exercises in which we run the same specifications of column 4 in Tables 3 and 4 but using the lag of our gross job flows measures as the left-hand side variables in each regression. Our aim is to study the endogeneity of our sudden stop variables to overall and sectoral job shocks. If we found a positive effect of sudden stops in the future and/or of interactions of sudden stops in the future with sectoral financial characteristics on job flows today, that would imply that there is either reverse causality or any other omitted variable is driving our results. Albeit certainly imperfect, this procedure allows us to check this basic identification assumption. Table 6 presents the results. Interestingly, none of the variables has a significant impact on lagged creation and destruction rates. Moreover, the size of the estimated effects are clearly smaller than those estimated in previous tables suggesting that the lack of significance is not due to increases in the estimated standard errors. Thus, we conclude from this table that our results are not driven by reverse causality or other biases related to the potential endogeneity of sudden stops to domestic omitted variables affecting both job flows and sudden stops.
SUDDEN STOPS AND FINANCIAL CRISES
Next, we study how our results are related to the potential effects of sudden stops on financial crises. Our theoretical argument relates mainly to financial market conditions and, therefore, we could study how sudden stops affect job flows through their effects on banking crises. To implement this idea we follow the literature and use the financial crises identified in Caprio et al (2003) (and used by several papers, e.g. Cerra and Saxena (2008) ). We identify a systematic financial crisis with a dummy that takes a value of 1 for all the years marked as crisis years in that paper (we denote this dummy variable by FC). Caprio et al (2003) identify financial systemic crises in our sample for the following years: Argentina (1995 , 2001 ), Brazil (1994 -1999 ), Chile (1981 -1986 ), Colombia (1982 -1987 ), and Mexico (1994 -1997 .
Given that a share of these financial crises is domestic in nature, and therefore highly endogenous, we implement an IV procedure in which we use sudden stops as an instrumental variable for FC. This way, we identify the effect of FC on job flows that is due to the effect of sudden stops on a financial crisis. Our estimates in Tables 3 and 4 could be interpreted as reduced forms of these IV regressions.
Due to collinearity problems, we can only identify the interaction effects. 31 This is not a fundamental problem, as the main focus of the paper is the identification of these interaction effects.
We report these results in Table 7 . Before going to the instrumental variable estimates, we discuss the first stages. 32 In the first stage regression for Fin*FC, the interaction Fin*SS is statistically signif- We report IV results in columns 1 and 2 of Table 7 . Estimates related to creation flows are mostly consistent with our estimates in Table 3 : only the interaction between financial crises and Fin is positive and statistically significant. The point estimate is actually bigger than in Table 3 suggesting that, as expected, when a sudden stop creates a financial crisis its impacts are amplified by sectoral financial frictions.
Results for destruction rates are less precisely estimated. The point estimates for the interaction of (I/S) and FC are bigger than the point estimates for interaction of Fin and FC. This is consistent with our results in Table 4 . However, the interaction of (I/S) and FC is only marginally significant (p-values of 0.12 and 0.11 in Panels A and B, respectively). 33 As in case of the point estimates of the interaction between Fin and FC, point estimates are bigger than the estimates in Table 4 , suggesting that also in this case financial frictions amplify the effects of sudden stops that produce banking crises, as expected.
In all, results in this section give additional evidence that is consistent with our theoretical motivation emphasizing the potential effects of sudden stops through financial channels. 31 The complete IV procedure to estimate an specification that is analogous to our preferred estimates in Tables 3 and 4 imply the estimation using 5 variables as instruments for 5 potentially endogenous variables (SS, SS*Fin, SS*(I/S), SS*labor, and SS*rule-of-law). This procedure yielded unreliable second stage estimates due to the collinearity in the five first stages. 32 These results are available upon request. 33 If we just include the interaction between (I/S) and FC, the estimate coefficient is statistically different from 0 with p-values of 0.06 in both panels.
ADDITIONAL CONTROL VARIABLES
In the next group of exercises we add additional controls related to policy characteristics of the countries. Given the fact that we only have four countries in our main estimations, we do not have enough data variation to derive clear implications on the direct effects of these variables on gross flows. Thus, we take these exercises mostly as robustness checks to our initial estimates and focus on how our interactions of sudden stops and sectoral financial characteristics change. The three variables we use are: the degree of trade openness of the countries, the exchange rate regime, and a proxy for labor market reform. 34 In each case we present in Table 8 the coefficients on variables of interest (Fin*SS and (I/S)*SS) and triple-interactions with each variable.
We start with trade openness. Results in column 1 in both panels imply that for job creation the interaction SS*Fin is statistically significant an maintains the size even after controlling for the direct and interactive effects of trade openness. No triple interaction is statistically significant suggesting that the degree of trade openness does not affect how frictions affect sudden stop shocks. Regarding job destruction rates (see column 6), similar results appear: as in our basis case, only the interaction (I/S)*SS is statistically significant and the introduction of triple interactions does not affect the estimated coefficients in comparison to the results we obtain in Table 4 (even in the case of Panel B, the estimated coefficient is more precisely estimated).
Next, we consider the exchange rate regime using a dummy that takes a value of 1 if the de facto exchange rate regime is classified as fixed accordingly to Levy-Yeyati and Sturzenegger (2003) .
Results appear in columns 2 and 7 in Table 8 . The estimated effect of SS*Fin on the creation margin for all firms is very similar to the estimated effects on Table 3 but is only marginally significant (pvalue of 0.15). Interestingly, however, the triple interaction of this variable with the fixed exchange rate regime variable is negative and an F test of the sum the coefficients on SS*Fin and the triple interaction yields that the sum of the two coefficients is different from 0 (p-value of 0.06). In the case of the estimated effects for creation for continuing firms SS*Fin is statistically significant and the triple interaction is very close to 0.
Regarding effects on the destruction margin (in column 7), for both continuing and all firms, (I/S)*SS is statistically significant and presents a very similar value to the one we obtained in Table   4 . The triple interaction in this case is negative and important in absolute value but not statistically significant. We take these results as suggestive that the results we find in Tables 3 and 4 are robust, but also as suggestive (weak) evidence that the exchange rate regime may interact in a differentiated way with financial frictions in the creation and destruction margins. We leave a detailed study of this point for future research.
The third policy dimension we study is labor market regulation. We use a variable identified using information from Heckman and Pagés-Serra (2004) . As previously discussed our proxy takes a value of 1 if the country implemented labor reforms that increased legal protection of workers, a value of −1 if the country implemented labor reforms that decreased legal protection of workers, and a value of 0 if the country did not implemented a labor reform. Results are presented in columns 3 and 8 in Table 8 . On the creation margin, SS*Fin is statistically significant and keeps a value similar to those 34 We thank the referees for suggesting us to perform exercises using these variables. estimated in Table 3 in both panels. The triple interactions are not statistically significant. In turn, on the destruction margin, results in Panels A and B show that (I/S)*SS is positive and statistically significant, even tough the point estimates decrease. No triple interaction is significant. Summarizing, we interpret these results mostly as robustness checks of our main results in Tables   3 and 4 , and they usually confirm our baseline results. 35 
DIFFERENT SAMPLE COVERAGE
In this set of robustness checks we study whether our main results are robust to two variations in the sample coverage on which we estimate. The first relates to excluding Mexico from the estimating sample. We perform this exercise because as discussed in Section 3.1, the sudden stop the literature identifies for Mexico is probably highly related to domestic conditions. Even tough we already have presented exercises that deal with the potential endogeneity of sudden stops, we present this exercise as an additional robustness check. Columns 4 and 9 in Table 8 present the results. Results are very similar to the ones presented in Tables 3 and 4 : a positive and significant interaction (I/S)*SS for destruction rates, and a negative and significant interaction Fin*SS for creation rates. If anything the results in these columns are more precisely estimated than those in Tables 3 and 4 , in spite of the decrease in the sample size.
Finally, we include Argentina and Uruguay in our sample for estimates using data for only continuing firms. In all the previous tables we include in both panels the same country coverage in order to allow us comparing between continuing and all plants while maintaining the same pool of countries. Here we expand the sample coverage to these two additional countries and present the results in columns 5 and 10 of Panel B of Table 8 . Results for our two interactions remain significant and the estimated coefficients are very similar to those we present in Tables 3 and 4. 
DIFFERENT MEASURES OF SECTORAL FINANCIAL CHARACTERISTICS
As we discussed in Section 3.1 there are different measures of financial sector characteristics available in the literature. In this section we present regressions in which we use two alternative proxies for external dependence (the Micco and Pagés-Serra (2006) and Rajan and Zingales (1998) proxies for external dependence, which we denote Fin1 and Fin2, respectively) and one alternative proxy for liquidity needs (CCC). Table 9 presents the results. In columns 1 and 4 we present our main specification using Fin1 as the proxy for external dependence at the sectoral level. The estimated effect of the SS*Fin1 variable is positive and economically and statistically significant with point estimates of the same order of magnitude as the estimated effects for the SS*Fin. Regarding the destruction 35 In another robustness exercise, we add interactions of the high yield spreads (HYS) in the US with the sectoral financial characteristics to equation (5). Previous research treats a big rise in HYS as a (common) exogenous negative shock to external financing conditions for emerging markets and, as such, as a determinant of a potential sudden stop, see for example Caballero and Panageas (2007) , and Gallego and Jones (2005) . Thus, when adding this continuous indicator of external conditions (such as HYS) to our proxies for SS, we are studying whether the assumption in the literature and our paper that the relation between the continuous indicators of external conditions and the occurrence of sudden stops and their impacts on the economy is highly non-linear. We find that the interaction effects of SS and sectoral financial characteristics are robust to these additional terms and that most of the interactions of HYS and financial sector characteristics are not statistically different from 0. Results available upon request from the authors. margin, as with SS*Fin, SS*Fin2 has a zero effect. Next, in columns 2 and 5, we substitute SS*Fin2 for SS*Fin1 and also find very similar effects. Positive and significant effects of this variable on the creation margin and insignificant effects on the destruction margin.
Finally in columns 3 and 6 we use CCC as our proxy for liquidity needs. As with the interaction (I/S)*SS, CCC*SS has a zero impact on the creation margin and a negative and statistically and economically significant on the destruction margin. 36 Our estimates imply that, for the case of continuing (all) plants, on average the sector with the highest value for CCC exhibits a job destruction flow 3.4 (4.1) percentage points higher than the sector with the lowest value.
Thus, we conclude that our results are main robust to using alternative proxies for sectoral financial characteristics.
CONCLUDING COMMENTS
This paper studies the effects of sudden stops on job creation and destruction in a sample of Latin American countries, as captured by a measure of gross job flows at the sector level. We find consistent evidence that sudden stops are associated with decreased job creation and, particularly, increased job destruction. Importantly, we also observe the magnitude of the sectoral effects of the sudden stops on job flows to be related to financial characteristics of the sector: job creation tends to decrease more during sudden stops in sectors with strong dependence on external finance. Similarly, the increasing effect of sudden stops on job destruction is larger in sectors with higher liquidity needs. Simple calculations show that the associated sector differences are economically significant.
Studying the connection between reallocation and restructuring, and financial characteristics in response to sudden stops moves us forward in two different, but related, areas. First, and central to the main interest of this paper, it provides us with a novel look at the mechanics of sudden stops within countries. Since differences in the creation and destruction flows can affect the speed of adjustment and recovery during and after shocks, our results also signal the relevance of further studying the dynamics of the flows in the labor markets before, during and after a sudden stop, something that we leave as a topic for further research. Moreover, to the extent that the responses of different sectors are correlated with financial characteristics, the empirical results also suggest that we should incorporate financial market frictions into our study of the effects of sudden stops and why these differ across countries. The results on the relation between external financial dependence (i.e., RajanZingales type of measures), liquidity needs (e.g., cash conversion cycle and inventories over sales), and the response of gross job flows to a country level shock, a sudden stop in this case, also complement previous studies on the relation between financial frictions and sectoral outcomes, in particular with respect to the effects on volatility and sensitivity to shocks.
Finally, as sudden stops constitute large financial shocks for a country as a whole, we also contribute to the literature on job flows, reallocation/restructuring, and financial conditions by presenting additional evidence from this "extreme" shock in emerging economies, which complements the existing evidence drawn from the effects of recession and business cycles in developed economies.
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Variable Source Description
Creation from Haltiwanger et al (2004) Job creation by firms in a given sector, country and year; see equation (3). Destruction from Haltiwanger et al (2004) Job destruction by firms in a given sector, country and year; see equation (4). SS own construction, based on Gallego and Jones (2005) Fraction of the year that the country is in a sudden stop.
Fin from Raddayz (2006) Computation of the original Rajan and Zingales (1998) measure of (long-run) external finance dependence. Unlike our previous two measures, this corresponds to the median firm for the 2-digit sector, and not to the mean of the median firm of each subsector. It estimates the length in days between a firm pays for its raw materials and it receives the payment for the final sales. We express this variable in hundreds of days. Labor own construction using data from La Porta et al (2004) We consider the sum of firing and dismiss.
firing from La Porta et al (2004) It measures how expensive it is for a firm to fire 20% of the workers; it includes all the compensations and penalties needed to pay in this case. dismiss from La Porta et al (2004) It counts the number of measures a firm must undertake in order to be able to dismiss a worker; the variable used is the ratio of procedures required as a fraction of the total number of procedures considered (seven). Net from Haltiwanger et al (2004) Net employment growth by firms in a given sector, country and year, see equation (2) RER from IFS and local central banks
Effective real exchange rate, year average, 1995=1.
Note: The series Inv/Sales, CCC and Fin were generously provided by Claudio Raddatz. 
